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 THE MANUFACTUEE  OF LUBRICANTS.
Production of Crude Petroleum in the United States.
Metric tons
 1901.	1911.
8,951,000     29,393,252
 1913.
46,956,337
 1914.
50,229,119
 1915.
37,480,547
United States Exports.
Crude oil   .
Naphtha   ....
Illuminating oil
Lubricating oil and paraffin
Residuum, gas and fuel oils
Total	
Total values
 
1914.
146,056,086
185,578,776
1,155,809,430
195,472,181
586,218,073 
U.S. Gallons.
1915.
154,703,618
273,806,978
835,246,438
237,660,120
808,343,638 
2,269,134,546    2,309,760,792
—	$141,004,663
 1916.
168,358,167
349,721,727
852,765,091
258,993,634
953,199,203
2,583,037,822
$199,630,471
In 1905 the percentage yield was: Burning oil 61,
paraffin oils 2*9, reduced oils 7*7, naphtha and gasoline 10*3,
neutral filtered oils 0*9, paraffin wax 1*4, residuum 5*7.
The origin of petroleum is a much discussed problem,
Prof. Engler, of Carlsruhe, being of opinion that it has been
formed by the slow distillation of animal and vegetable
matter by the internal heat of the globe. That it was formed
in the primary rocks as at first supposed is now known not to
be the case, as it may have been formed in any strata and has
percolated down into large fissures. It sometimes oozes to
the surface, but is found at various depths and often ac-
companied by brine.
In the United States the wells are sunk to a great
depth, i.e. 2300 to 2500 feet, The American method of boring
is now almost universally employed. First, a derrick is built
on which revolves a wheel carrying cams which lift the cable
and boring tool. These derricks are a familiar feature of the
landscape in oil-bearing districts. At the side of the derrick
is built a shed for the boiler and engine. The boring tools
of chilled steel are alternately lifted and allowed to fall and
are also rotated in the hole, the cable being payed out and
held by a clip as the tool descends; the hole is also flushed
out with water from time to time to remove the debris of
rock formed by the tool. When a sufficient depth has been
reached with but little oil appearing a charge of dynamite
is exploded in the boring, which shatters the rock and often
leads to a great rush of oil, a "gusher" as it is called,

